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SCHOOL’S BACK 2013

Pegi Williams Book Shop presents SCHOOL’S BACK 2013. FREE 
POSTAGE/DELIVERY applies to all orders and 10% SCHOOL 
DISCOUNT to all titles except specials. Selections from this 
brochure are available “ON APPROVAL” and extended payment 
terms are available upon request. All prices include GST.
Please order online at www.pegiwilliams.com.au or number 
Quantity column alongside corresponding numbers on the back 
page Order Form (multiples are available) and fax or mail to 
Pegi Williams Book Shop. Your order will be supplied promptly. 

Specific categories, general selections, individual titles and overseas 
publications can be supplied anytime during the year. CHILDREN’S 
BOOKWEEK SHORTLIST 2013 will be sent to all schools once announced. 

Please check out our website for this mailing 
and other specials at: 

www.pegiwilliams.com.au 

CHILDREN’S BOOKWEEK : 17th - 23rd AUGUST 2013 
THEME Read Across the Universe

Shortlist and Notable Books Announced:  
Tuesday 9th April 2013

(Watch out for our Shortlist Brochure with reviews and pictures 
plus Year Themes at the beginning of Term 2)

NEW RELEASE SPECIALS 
(1-10)

(RRP) (SCHOOL)
1. Anzac Biscuits (Phil Cummings and Owen Swan)  $24.99 $21.24
Rachel is in the kitchen, warm and safe. Her father is in the trenches, cold and afraid. When Rachel 
makes biscuits for her father, she adds the love, warmth and hope that he needs. This is a touching 
story of a family torn apart by war but brought together through the powerful simplicity of Anzac Biscuits.

2. Curious Explorer’s Guide to Exotic Animals, The (Marc Martin)  $24.99 $21.24
From armadillo to zebras, chameleons to quetzals, these exotic animals will surprise and delight. 
No curious explorer should be without Marc Martin’s stunning celebration of strange and beautiful 
creatures from all over the world. Here is a book of wonder, a unique and breathtaking treasure from one 
of Australia’s most outstanding new talents.

3. Definitely No Ducks (Meg McKinlay and Leila Rudge)  $13.95 $11.86
A sequel to the CBCA short-listed ‘Duck for a Day’.  Max, the class duck, is in trouble. The Antarctica display 
has been totally destroyed. Ripped. Torn. Chewed. And everyone knows Max is to blame. Or is he? Abby 
and Noah are determined to uncover the truth. If they can’t, they will have to say goodbye to Max forever.

4.  Greek Myths: Stories Of Sun, Stone And Sea  
(Sally Pomme Clayton And Jane Ray)  $32.95 $28.00

Ten classic Greek myths retold by Sally Pomme Clayton, one of the UK’s most spellbinding storytellers, 
with beautiful, glowing illustrations by the award-winning artist Jane Ray. Included are notes and a map 
showing the real places in Greece that are connected with the stories.

5. I Went Walking Big Book (Sue Machin and Julie Vivas)  $39.99 $33.99
A child’s stroll through a farmyard reveals a menagerie of colourful animals - a black cat, a brown horse, a 
red cow...Published in many forms, including international editions, since its first appearance in 1989, this 
Australian picture book’s enduring popularity is based on a simple predictive text illustrated with warmth 
and humour by award-winning artist Julie Vivas.

6. Jandamarra (Mark Greenwood and Terry Denton)  $29.99 $25.49
The epic and tragic story of Jandamarra, Indigenous hero of the Kimberley told through text and 
illustrations. A story for all Australians, providing a unique insight into an extraordinary man and a powerful 
slice of history.

7. Meet Ned Kelly (Janeen Brian and Matt Adams)  $19.95 $16.96
A picture books series about the extraordinary men and women who shaped Australia’s history, beginning 
with our most famous bushranger, Ned Kelly. Ned Kelly was a notorious bushranger. He lived in Australia’s 
earliest days. He was daring and clever and bold. In a suit made of iron he battled police. And his story 
is still being told.

8. Peace (Wendy Anderson Halperin)  $19.99 $16.99
Radiating tenderness and reflecting the influence of eastern philosophies, a compilation of exquisite 
illustrations and wisely chosen words reveals the heart of where peace truly must originate: within 
ourselves. The beautifully intricate artwork, with tiny, precisely rendered details of life across the globe, 
complements the spare and powerful text that includes quotations from famous peacemakers. And 
with each reading, you’ll find something else to notice - such as the visual storylines that subtly play out 
across the pages. 

9. Treasure Box (Margaret Wild and Freya Blackwood)  $24.99 $21.24
From two of our most talented picture book creators comes this celebration of things that can’t be 
destroyed by bombs or fire. A haunting and beautiful tale of the power of words, the importance of stories 
and the resilience of the human spirit.  As war rages, Peter and his father flee their home, taking with them 
a treasure box that holds something more precious than jewels. They journey through mud and rain and 
long cold nights, and soon their survival becomes more important than any possessions they carry. But 
as the years go by, Peter never forgets the treasure box, and one day he returns to find it...

10. Worst Thing About My Sister, The (Jacqueline Wilson)  $17.95 $15.25
Marty and her sister Melissa couldn’t be more different. Marty loves her Converse trainers, playing 
football, hiding in her secret den and helping her dad with his DIY. But Melissa loves Justin Bieber and 
all things pink, girly and pretty. The sisters can manage to live together, despite their occasional scraps 
but then Mum tells them they have to share a room. But the girls soon discover that being too close for 
comfort can have unexpected consequences, and when an accident happens, the sisters realise they 
are closer than they thought.
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AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (11-45)

11. 10 Green Geckos (Phillip Gwynne and Lloyd Foye)  $13.99 $12.60
A charming retelling of ‘Ten Green Bottles’ with a cheeky crew of very active geckos... climbing, swimming, eating, 
walking, surfing, spinning... and the fun is only just beginning! Lloyd Foye’s illustrations are colourful and cute, and 
certain to capture little people’s imaginations.

12. An Anzac Tale (Ruth Starke and Greg Holfeld)  $29.95 $26.96
In this picture book / graphic novel, Ruth Starke and Greg Holfeld have combined to create an extraordinary and 
original work for upper primary students on the subject of Gallipoli and the Anzac campaign.  

13. Bea (Christine Sharp)  $24.95 $22.46
Bea is a bird of unusual tastes . . .while the other birds peck at ants and watch worms wiggle, Bea likes to bake buns 
and berry pudding. She loves dancing to disco beats and singing sweet songs to the moon. In everything she does, 
Bea stands out from the flock!  A joyful story about being true to yourself and daring to be different.

14. Big Red Tractor Saves the Day (Melissa Firth and Cheryl Orsini)  $14.99 $13.50
Big Red Tractor is working very hard, ploughing, planting, watering, weeding. But a baby bird is in the field, right in 
front of Tractor. Will Big Red Tractor see the tiny bird? And can he save the day?

15. Cuckoo! (Fiona Roberton)  $24.99 $22.50
Cuckoo hatched, and all was well, until the other birds discovered Cuckoo … was different. Cuckoo leaves his nest 
in search of somebody who will understand him. But try and try as he might, he just can’t find that special someone. 
Then, just when he thinks all hope is lost . . .

16. Daisy and the Puppy (Lisa Shanahan and Sara Acton)  $24.99 $22.50
Daisy wants a puppy so much she wears a scruffy tail and sleeps in an old cane washing basket. When a fire engine 
screeches down the highway, she lifts her head, ‘AROOOOO-OOOOOOOOOOH!’ Then one Saturday, Daisy and her 
mum spot Ollie, sitting in the window of Mrs Arkwright’s pet shop. . . A delightful story about a family and a puppy.

17. Diary of a Wombat (Jackie French and Bruce Whatley)  $14.99 $13.50
Now in paperback! This wombat leads a very busy and demanding life. She wrestles unknown creatures, runs her own 
digging business, and most difficult of all - trains her humans. She teaches them when she would like carrots, when 
she would like oats and when she would like both at the same time. But these humans are slow learners. 

18. Dinosaurs Love Cheese (Jackie French and Nina Rycroft)  $24.99 $22.50
A delightful picture book about a world of hidden animals that only a child can see. Giraffes can’t resist the trees, I like 
milk and sandwiches … But who stole the cheese?

19. Dog on Log (Tania Ingram and Kat Chadwick)  $24.99 $22.50
Meet Dog, Frog, Hog, Cat and Rat. Throw in a bog and a log and it’s a recipe for trouble! Watch out, Dog!

20. Ducky’s Nest (Gillian Rubenstein and Terry Denton)  $16.95 $15.26
Ducky is Claudie’s special toy. All day she carries him around and at night he sleeps in a nest in her arms. When Ducky 
is accidentally left in the park, Claudie learns growing up can sometimes mean having to let go of the things you love 
the most. Beautifully remastered for todays young readers. Originally published in 1999.

21. Easter Bunny’s Helpers, The (Anne Mangan and Tamsin Ainslie)  $14.99 $13.50
The Easter Bunny needs help delivering the Easter eggs this year and who better to help him than some Australian 
animals?

22. Fair Dinkum War (David Cox)  $24.99 $22.50
Artist David Cox recalls what it was like to be a child during World War Two, and his warm observations reveal a 
resilient quintessential Australian spirit. A companion to his much loved picture book ‘Road to Goonong’.

23. Gift, The (Penny Matthews and Martin McKenna)  $24.99 $21.24
A rather plain bear sits next to a gorgeous plush crocodile in the toyshop. As Christmas shopping becomes frantic, 
each one hopes to be chosen as a gift, and to find a home with a child to love him. But as hope dwindles, the little 
bear makes his own gift to the crocodile.

24. Good Night, Sleep Tight (Mem Fox and Judy Horacek)  $19.99 $15.99
Another perfect picture book from the creators of the best-selling ‘Where Is the Green Sheep?’ Bonnie and Ben have 
a favourite babysitter whose much-loved nursery rhymes ensure a wonderful whimsical world before bedtime. 

25. Granny Grommet and Me (Dianne Wolfer and Karen Blair)  $27.95 $25.16
A story that many young reluctant swimmers will identify with.  My granny and her friends go to the beach, and I go 
too. When they hit the surf, they duck and dive and twist and turn. It looks like lots of fun. But I don’t want to go in 
the water. There are strange things under the waves.

26.  Great Big Aussie Easter Egg Hunt Book and CD, The  
(Colin Buchanan And Chris Kennett)  $16.99 $15.30

Journey with lots of Aussie animals through iconic Australian landmarks and landscapes in this fun tale about a great 
big Aussie Easter egg hunt. Can you spot the bilby as it hides the Easter eggs?

27. Herman and Rosie (Gus Gordon)  $24.99 $22.50
Set in New York, this gorgeous picture book is a story about friendship, life in the big city, and following your dreams. 
It’s a tale of hotdogs and music and the summertime subway breeze. It’s a tale of singing on rooftops and toffees that 
stick to your teeth. But most of all, it’s the tale of Herman and Rosie.

28. I Love You Too (Stephen Michael King)  $24.99 $22.50
The perfect book to share with a child, parent, friend or any special person in your life, I Love You Too is a simple 
yet extremely touching story about how the people we love make the world a beautiful place, in any kind of weather!

29. I Wish There Were Dinosaurs (Amanda Niland and Christina Booth)  $27.99 $25.20
On a trip to the zoo our narrator imagines how great it would be if there were dinosaurs there. He is all set to petition 
the zoo when he begins to wonder if the zoo really could contain the dinosaurs and what would happen if they got out.

30. Light, The (Jo Oliver)  $24.95 $22.46
In a lighthouse on an island in the sea, love and music hold a family close and create a safe haven for others.

31. Looking for Rex (Jan Ormerod and Carol Thompson)  $24.95 $22.46
The children are sure that Gramps would never feel lonely if he had a dog of his own. They say the dog should be 
called Rex, but what would Rex look like? So they play “Looking for Rex,” and pretend to see Rex, but whenever they 
think they find Rex...it is never really the right Rex.

32. Lost Tail, The (Patricia Bernard)  $22.95 $20.66
The Bundi Boys dance group will perform their snake dance in the competition at the Goroka Show. Little Nura will 
carry the snake’s tail in the dance, but what happens when the snake loses its tail? Each year, groups from all over 
Papua New Guinea take part in the Goroka Show. This colourful cultural gathering attracts thousands of participants 
in a celebration of Papua New Guinea’s diverse tribal rituals, talents, music and dances.

(RRP) (SCHOOL)
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33. My Easter Egg Hunt (Rosie Smith and Bruce Whatley)  $16.99 $15.30
Hunting for eggs is fun . . . when you share with everyone. Beautifully illustrated with delightful animals, My Easter Egg 
Hunt captures the fun of looking for eggs at Easter time.

34. My Super Hero (Chris Owen and Moira Court)  $26.99 $24.30
Superheroes have lots of super attributes – amazing strength, incredible speed, sensational costumes. But this 
charming book is a celebration of super skills of a quite different kind – the kind that are much closer to home.

35. Not a Cloud in the Sky (Emma Quay)  $24.99 $22.50
Bird had been flying for such a long time. Sometimes everything looked the same all over. Nothing different. Nothing 
at all. Apart from the odd cloud … A beautiful new picture book about how finding a friend can change the shape of 
a day.

36. On the Farm: Our Holiday with Uncle Kev (Roland Harvey)  $24.99 $22.50
Uncle Kev has a farm, where the pigs do the polishing and the cows are the happiest in all the hills. Kev invites the 
family for a ‘holiday’, and then sets them to work. There’s a lot to be done before the big Harvest Festival - and Kev 
is distracted, because he’s fallen in love!

37. Queen Victoria’s Christmas (Jackie French and Bruce Whatley)  $24.99 $22.50
Something strange is happening at the palace and the dogs can’t work it out. The cooks are busy ...are royal visitors 
arriving? Mysterious parcels are arriving. And most curious of all ...what is that tree doing in Prince Albert’s study? This 
is the story of the first ‘traditional’ Christmas, as seen from the point of view of Queen Victoria’s dogs.

38. Remembering Lionsville (Bronwyn Bancroft)  $29.99 $27.00
Come with me to my family’s old house in Lionsville. It’s full of memories. It’s a special place. Uncle Pat calls it a secret 
place. We played in that old tin cubby, swam in the creek with the catfish, and fell asleep to the ribbip of frogs at night. 
And around the red cedar table we listened to the old people’s stories. We learned a lot that way. Renowned artist 
Bronwyn Bancroft’s “Remembering Lionsville” brings to vivid life her family’s oral history and her own childhood 
memories. 

39. Ruby Learns to Swim (Phillip Gwynne and Tamsin Ainslie)  $24.99 $22.50
Splash the water. Floaties on. Eyes wide open. Blow big bubbles. Legs straight out. Kicking hard. Ruby’s swimming 
now! Ruby’s swimming fast!  A joyous book about learning to swim for the very young.

40. Snap! (Janet A Holmes and Janet Germain)  $24.95 $22.46
Sometimes it seems safer to hide behind a scary mask and try to frighten the monsters away.  But snapping and 
snarling doesn’t always work. A gorgeous story about learning to be brave and facing your fears with a smile instead 
of a frown!

41. Somewhere In Australia (Marcello Pennachio and Danny Snell)  $24.99 $22.50
Somewhere in Australia, in a land of scorching sun, lived a mother kangaroo and her little joey one. ‘Hop,’ said the 
mother. ‘I hop,’ said the one, as they hopped over land scorched by the hot sun. Join the little joey and many more 
familiar animals in this glorious Australian counting book based on the classic rhyme ‘Over in the Meadow’.

42. There Was an Old Bloke Who Swallowed a Bunny! (P Crumble and Louis Shea)  $13.99 $12.60
There was an old bloke who swallowed a bunny. I don’t know why he swallowed that bunny... Crikey, that’s funny! The 
Old Bloke is loose on the farm and all the animals are on the menu! Can they catch sight of the master of disguise in 
time to avoid being his lunch? Surely he’ll explode!

43. Tree: A Little Story About Big Things (Danny Parker and Matt Ottley)  $24.95 $22.46
A sapling grows in the shelter of an older tree, where he is happy and safe. One day a violent storm destroys everything 
the sapling knows, and he suddenly finds himself unprotected and alone. But as the sapling grows, he gradually 
discovers that every end is a new beginning.

44. We’re Going on a Croc Hunt BOOK AND CD (Laine Mitchell and Louis Shea)  $19.99 $18.00
Join the gang in the croc hunt game! But beware, the brave animals just might find a real croc - what will they do then? 
Sing along with favourite children’s entertainer Jay Laga’aia’s bonus CD recording.

45. Windy Farm (Doug Macleod and Craig Smith)  $24.95 $22.46
Why would anyone want to live on a farm where the winds are so fierce that even the pigs are blown away?  
Fortunately Mum is a clever inventor and can think of one very good reason.  The Windy Farm is a hilarious picture 
book with a very pertinent message about wind power and environmental sustainability, by one of Australia’s favourite 
picture book teams.

(No 38 from Australian Picture Books)  (RRP) (SCHOOL)

Remembering Lionsville (Bronwyn Bancroft)  $29.99 $27.00
Come with me to my family’s old house in Lionsville. It’s full of memories. It’s a special place. Uncle Pat calls it a secret 
place. We played in that old tin cubby, swam in the creek with the catfish, and fell asleep to the ribbip of frogs at night. 
And around the red cedar table we listened to the old people’s stories. We learned a lot that way. Renowned artist 
Bronwyn Bancroft’s “Remembering Lionsville” brings to vivid life her family’s oral history and her own childhood 
memories. 

46. Big Rain Coming  $16.95 $15.26 53. Outback, The  $19.95 $17.96
47. Dan’s Grandpa  $12.95 $11.66 54. Patterns of Australia  $14.95 $13.46
48. Dirrangun  $14.99 $13.50 55. Possum and Wattle  $16.95 $15.26
49. Kangaroo and Crocodile  $24.95 $22.46 56. Sam’s Bush Journey  $14.95 $13.46
50. Kun-Man-Gur the Rainbow Serpent  $14.95 $13.46 57. W is for Wombat  $14.95 $13.46
51. Malu Kangaroo  $14.95 $13.46 58. Whalers  $14.99 $13.50 
52. Minah  $14.99 $13.50 59. Why I Love Australia  $24.95 $22.46

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (11-45)

BRONWYN BANCROFT AUTHOR SPECIAL 
(46-59)

(RRP) (SCHOOL)
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

60. Amelia Bedelia 50th Anniversary Edition (Peggy Parish and Fritz Siebel)  $16.99 $15.30
A hearty welcome to Amelia Bedelia - and long may she reign! This commemorative fiftieth anniversary edition features 
the jacket, artwork, and story from the original 1963 edition of Amelia Bedelia. Also included are seven additional 
pages of archival photographs, sketches, and anecdotes and recollections about the inception and creation of 
America’s beloved literal-minded housekeeper, Amelia Bedelia!

61. Bear Has a Story to Tell (Philip C Stead and Erin E Stead)  $19.99 $18.00
Bear found his friend Mouse, but Mouse was gathering seeds and didn’t have time to listen to a story. Then Bear 
saw his friend Duck, but Duck was getting ready to fly south. What about his friend Toad? He was busy looking for 
a warm place to sleep. By the time Bear was through helping his friends get ready for winter, would anyone still be 
awake to hear his story?

62. Cheese Belongs to You (Alexis Deacon and Viviane Schwarz)  $27.95 $25.16
Rat law is simple: if you take a piece of cheese, it belongs to you. So if a bigger rat takes it ... then cheese belongs to 
them. Unless ... a quicker rat swipes it! Every rat knows rat law; if you are big or quick, strong or scary, hairy or dirty, 
or, indeed, all of the above. But just who gets to EAT the cheese? 

63. Chu’s Day (Neil Gaiman and Adam Rex)  $19.99 $18.00
Meet Chu. Chu is a small panda with a very big sneeze. When Chu sneezes, you REALLY don’t want to get in the way. 
But a whole day of adventure will test Chu’s sneeze-resisting powers to the limit - there’s the library (dusty books!), the 
diner (pepper!), and then the circus (all those animals!). How big can a sneeze really be? Just wait and see…

64. Desmond and the Very Mean Word (Desmond Tutu and Ag Ford)  $29.95 $26.96
This is a powerful, stirring yet utterly down-to-earth story with an unforgettable message about anger, compassion and 
forgiveness. Based on a true story from the Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s childhood, “Desmond and the Very Mean 
Word” depicts an incident in a South African town. While proudly riding his new bicycle, Desmond is insulted by some 
neighbourhood boys - and at first he responds angrily. He’s troubled to find that retaliation brings him no relief, but 
with the aid of Father Trevor, Desmond arrives at a better understanding of his feelings and learns that true forgiveness 
comes from within - and arises when you choose to regard all people with compassion. 

65. Diggers are Coming, The (Susan Steggall)  $27.95 $25.16 
The diggers are coming! The diggers are coming, with massive metal mouths. Their teeth are tearing at the ground 
and their tracks trudge round and round and round. Follow all the people and vehicles involved in building a house - 
from the wreckers, bulldozers, diggers, mixers, trucks, builders, cranes and vans, to the people coming to move into 
the new houses.

66. Easter Egg, The (Jan Brett)  $19.95 $17.96
Jan Brett’s lovable bunny hero, Hoppi, and her remarkable Easter Rabbit will enchant readers as they pore over 
illustrations filled with dazzling eggs made by Flora Bunny, Aunt Sassyfrass and others.

67. Elmer, Rose and Super El (David McKee)  $24.95 $22.46
The pink elephant herd, along with Elmer’s friend Rose, are celebrating Old’s one-hundredth birthday. But the 
celebrations take an unexpected turn when Old becomes stranded on a dangerous cliff top. Rose rushes to Elmer, 
maybe he knows a certain Super El who can come to the rescue?

68. Grumpy Goat (Brett Helquist)  $19.99 $18.00
Meet one Grumpy Goat.  He’s cranky, he’s hungry, and he’s never had a friend.  He is making a terrible mess at 
Sunny Acres Farm, and the other animals just stay away.  Until one special flower stops him in his tracks. And once 
Goat opens his eyes, his heart is soon to follow. See how stopping to smell the flowers really can change everything. 

69. Herd Boy, The (Niki Daly)  $27.95 $25.16
An African herd boy from the Transkei region of South Africa watches over his flock.  On the way home a big shiny car 
passes the boy, and the man inside winds down the window. When he asks the boy what his dream is, the boy replies 
‘to be President’. Nelson Mandela came from the Transkei region and was also a herd boy during his childhood. With 
an endnote about the link with Nelson Mandela and a glossary of African words.

70. Homer the Library Cat (Reeve Lindbergh and Anne Wilsdorf)  $16.95 $15.26
When a quiet-loving cat takes an unexpected tour of the neighbourhood, he’s in for some rude surprises until he 
discovers the purrfect solution.

71. Hooray for Bread (Allan Ahlberg and Bruce Ingman)  $27.95 $25.16
Three cheers for bread, HIP-HIP-HOORAY! Early in the morning the baker bakes a lovely loaf of bread. SO lovely, in 
fact, that by the time the sun goes down it’s been gobbled up! Every. Last. Slice. Who eats it all? From the creators of 
‘The Pencil’ and ‘The Runaway Dinner’ comes the story of a loaf of bread, told slice by yummy slice!

72. I Am An Artist! (Marta Altes) $26.99 $24.30
Meet the boy who can’t stop creating art! He loves colours, shapes, textures and EVERYTHING inspires him: his 
socks, the contents of the fridge, even his cat gets a new coat (of paint!). But there’s just one problem: his mum isn’t 
quite so enthusiastic. A sharp, silly, fabulously funny book, which shows that Art is EVERYWHERE!

73. I Am Cat (Jackie Morris)  $27.95 $25.16
Ten wild habitats, ten wild cats and one domestic cat are dramatically and beautifully illustrated in this unique 
celebration of the cat.

74. Matilda’s Cat (Emily Gravett)  $26.99 $24.30
Climbing trees, playing with wool... Matilda is sure her cat will love these things, but he doesn’t seem very enthusiastic. 
Undaunted, she thinks up new ways to amuse her reluctant playmate. Tea parties? Dressing up? Or what about a nice 
bike ride? As the beleaguered cat goes from nonplussed to terrified, Matilda gets more and more frustrated.

75. Maisy Learns to Swim (Lucy Cousins)  $19.95 $17.96
Maisy’s a little nervous ... today she is going on her very first swimming lesson. There’s lots of hustle and bustle in the 
changing room and - wow! - the pool looks SO big and it’s ever so splish-splashy! Everyone has lots to learn, including 
floating, kicking and blowing bubbles, but it’s a LOT of fun!

76. Mice (Rose Flyeman and Lois Ehlert)  $19.99 $18.00
Could it be true that mice are…nice? That’s certainly what the cat thinks in this after-dark romp just perfect for young 
children. Featuring whimsical, comforting text and vibrant collage illustrations from Caldecott Honour medallist Lois 
Ehlert, this engaging story puts a fresh spin on the classic cat-and-mouse dynamic.

77. One Gorilla: A Counting Book (Anthony Browne)  $24.95 $22.46
Count from one to ten with apes and primates. One gorilla, two orang-utangs and three chimpanzees. Explore the 
family of primates and learn to count from one to ten in this exquisite picture book for the youngest of children. 
Browne’s detailed depictions of monkeys and apes bring a new depth to first numbers and convey an important 
message to us all.

OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (60-92)
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78. Off to Market (Elizabeth Dale and Erica Pal)  $27.95 $25.16
Hop aboard Joe’s bus on its way to the market! Here come families carrying fruit and vegetables and boxes and coats, 
and some chickens . . . and goats! Soon the bus is full to the top and little Keb has to sit right at the back with the 
animals. And when the bus reaches a hill it just can’t go any further. How can they lighten the load and get to market 
on time? 

79. Open Very Carefully: A Book With Bite (Nick Bromley and Nicola O’Byrne)  $22.99 $20.70
What would you do if you were settling down for a quiet bedtime story and you realised that a crocodile had fallen out 
of one story and into yours and was - not to put too fine a point on it - furious? A wonderful picture ‘book about books’.

80. Paper Dolls, The (Julia Donaldson and Rebecca Cobb)  $24.99 $22.50
The breathtakingly beautiful story of one little girl and her six paper dolls. A string of paper dolls go on a fantastical 
adventure through the house and out into the garden. They soon escape the clutches of the toy dinosaur and the 
snapping jaws of the oven-glove crocodile, but then a very real pair of scissors threatens.

81. Princess and the Peas, The (Caryl Hart and Sarah Warburton)  $22.99 $20.70
Lily-Rose May will not eat her peas. Even when her father turns them into the most fabulous smoothies, shakes or 
cupcakes. Luckily, the doctor knows exactly what to do. He diagnoses an incurable case of Princess-itus and sends 
Lily to live at the palace. Unfortunately for Lily Rose May, the perfect food for a princess is...well. That would be telling!

82. Scruffy Bear and the Lost Ball (Chris Wormell)  $24.95 $22.46
Scruffy Bear sees a red ball, and does what comes naturally - kicks it! But the ball is lost, high up in a tree, and the 
owners aren’t very pleased. Never fear, plucky Scruffy Bear can climb trees. Even very, very high trees with all kinds 
of cross creatures in them?

83. Smiley Shark and the Great Big Hiccup! (Ruth Galloway)  $14.99 $13.50
Oh no! Smiley Shark has the biggest hiccups ever! Soon he is doing roly-polies with Starfish, being tickled by Octopus, 
and holding his breath with Pufferfish. But nothing’s working! Will his friends ever put a stop to his big and bothersome 
hiccups?

84. Splat Says Thanks You (Rob Scotton)  $24.99 $22.50
Splat the Cat is back with a new adventure. This time he’s saying thank you for all the fun he’s had with his mouse 
friend, Seymour! Seymour needs cheering up, and Splat wants to help. So he creates not just a thank-you card, but 
a whole thank-you book. The book lists all the sweet and funny reasons why Splat is thankful for their friendship. 

85. Superworm (Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler)  $24.99 $22.50
Superworm is super-long. Superworm is super-strong. Watch him wiggle! See him squirm! There’s no other worm like 
SUPERWORM! Never fear, Superworm’s here! He can fish Spider out of a well, and rescue Toad from a busy road. 
But who will come to Superworm’s rescue when he’s captured by a wicked Wizard Lizard? 

86. There Was a Tree (Rachel Isadora)  $19.99 $18.00
This beautiful picture book is based on the words to a popular song that has been entertaining children for decades. 
Now the lyrics ‘the prettiest tree that you ever did see’ come to life in a gorgeous African setting - as a baby bird 
is getting ready to hatch on the branches of an umbrella acacia tree.  Caldecott Honor winner Rachel Isadora uses 
colourful rebus icons to illustrate the repeated words in the cumulative text, and sheet music is included.

87. This Is Not My Hat (Jon Klassen)  $24.95 $21.21
When a tiny fish shoots into view wearing a round blue topper (which happens to fit him perfectly) trouble could be 
following. So it’s a good thing that enormous fish won’t wake up. And even if he does, it’s not like he’ll ever know 
what happened…

88. Two Little Bugs (Mark Sommerset and Rowan Sommerset)  $19.99  $18.00
Little Bug Blue has a wish. Little Bug Red has an appetite. Together they discover that getting what you always wanted 
is sometimes just the beginning.

89. We Love You, Hugless Douglas (David Melling)  $24.99 $22.50
When Douglas goes on a best friend hunt with Flossie the sheep, everyone seems to have a best friend except him! 
Perhaps what Douglas is looking for is right under his nose...

90. Where’s The Meerkat? Journey Through Time (Paul Moran)  $17.95 $16.16
The fun-loving family of meerkats are back, and this time they’re travelling through time! These cute and quirky animals 
gain more fans by the day. Spot them as they feast at a Tudor banquet, swash and buckle aboard Blackbeard’s ship, 
spend a day in the Forbidden City and much, much more.

91. Where’s the Meerkat? on Holiday (Paul Moran)  $9.95 $8.96
The madcap meerkat family are jetting off on holiday, and it’s sure to be an action-packed trip. You’ll need eagle eyes 
to spot ten of them in every picture. Find them as they relax by the pool, visit the museum, tackle a daredevil day of 
white-water rafting and much more.

92. Who Pushed Humpty Dumpty? And Other Notorious Tales (David Levinthal)  $22.95 $20.66
Did Humpty Dumpty really just fall off that wall, or was he pushed? Here are five fairy-tale stories with a twist, all told 
from the point of view of a streetwise police officer called Binky, who just happens to be a toad in a suit and a fedora. 
Author David Levinthal and illustrator John Nickle retell these classic stories in the style of a 1940s noir detective 
novel – for kids!
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Matilda’s Cat (Emily Gravett)  $26.99 $24.30
Climbing trees, playing with wool... Matilda is sure her cat will love these things, but he doesn’t seem very enthusiastic. 
Undaunted, she thinks up new ways to amuse her reluctant playmate. Tea parties? Dressing up? Or what about a nice 
bike ride? As the beleaguered cat goes from nonplussed to terrified, Matilda gets more and more frustrated.

93. Again!  $14.99 $13.50 99. Odd Egg  $14.99 $13.50
94. Blue Chameleon  $14.99 $13.50  100. Orange Pear Apple Bear  $12.99 $11.70
95. Dogs  $14.99 $13.50 101. Rabbit Problem  $16.99 $15.30
96. Little Mouse’s Big Book of Fears  $14.99 $13.50 102. Spells  $16.99 $15.30
97. Meerkat Mail  $14.99 $13.50 103. Wolf Won’t Bite!  $14.99 $13.50
98. Monkey and Me  $14.99 $13.50 104. Wolves  $14.99 $13.50

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

105. Alice-Miranda in Paris (Jacqueline Harvey)  $15.95 $14.36ea
Alice-Miranda and her friends are in Paris with a group of teachers from Winchesterfield-Downsfordvale and the Fayle 
School for Boys. The students have a very exciting opportunity: to sing at Paris Fashion Week. But a couple of France’s 
best known designers are harbouring serious secrets, and when Christian Fontaine has some hugely expensive fabric 
stolen just days before his show, Alice-Miranda and her friends realise there is a darker side to the glitz and glamour 
of the famous city.
106. Alice-Miranda at School #1  109. Alice-Miranda at Sea #4 
107. Alice-Miranda on Holidays #2  110. Alice-Miranda in New York #5 
108. Alice-Miranda Takes the Lead #3  111. Alice-Miranda Shows the Way #6

112. Arkie Sparkle Treasure Hunter #6: Pearl Girl (Petra James)  $12.99 $11.70ea
DAY 6: Australia. Nothing is as it seems. TJ is missing and Arkie now has to find three lost people (as if she wasn’t 
already super busy!). Will Clem Sparkle help her? And how will a pearl earring lead her closer to her Mum and Dad?

113. Code Crimson #1 115. White Fright #3 117. Untold Gold #5 
114. Time Trap #2 116. Ruby Red #4

118.  Aussie Nibble: Littlest Pirate and the Stinky Ship, The  
(Sherryl Clark and Tom Jellett)  $12.99 $11.70

While Nicholas Nosh, the Littlest Pirate, is sailing home from an expedition to get special food for his birthday party, his 
crew is overcome by a terrible smell. Soon the Golden Pudding is boarded by a band of pirates led by Captain Stinker, 
the dirtiest, ugliest, smelliest pirate in the Seven Seas, and Nicholas and his crew are taken captive. 

119. Bad Grammar (Nathan Luff)  $16.95 $15.26
Bad Grammar. The prestigious reform school for gentlemen, bullies and warriors. When Marcus Grady arrives at 
Bourkely Boys Grammar he soon realises it’s called “Bad” Grammar by the students for a reason. There’s no way that 
Marcus is going to stay in this place, but escape may be harder than slaying a dragon...

120. Big Thursday (Anne Brooksbank)  $17.99 $16.20
Nat loves the surf – a love he shares with his dad, a former surfing champion. But his dad’s business has collapsed, 
meaning that his family will lose the house near the lake and surf beach. Nat finds that life is unpredictable and, like 
the waves, you have to ride what comes as best you can.  Will Nat be able to hold his family together? He doesn’t 
have much time. Will another huge surf on Big Thursday make or break him? Age 13+

121. Brotherband #3: Hunters, The (John Flanagan)  $17.95 $16.16
It’s time for a showdown. Pirates vs Skandians. With Zavac and his ship, the Raven, well ahead of the Heron, Hal has 
a huge task ahead of him in finding the pirate – and retrieving the precious artefact Zavac stole from the Skandians. 
The Heron brotherband must undertake a long and dangerous river journey to hunt their prey.

122. Outcasts #1  $17.95 $16.16 123. Invaders #2  $17.95 $16.16

124. City of Orphans #1: Very Unusual Pursuit, A (Catherine Jinks)  $14.99 $13.50
A clever adventure with feisty characters, set in a time where science clashes with superstition and monsters lurk in 
chimneys. Birdie, the singing bogler’s apprentice, will win your heart in this fantastic beginning to an action-packed 
series.

125. Conspiracy 365 Black Ops: Missing #1 (Gabrielle Lord)  $14.99 $13.50
Ryan has disappeared and Cal’s suspicions are raised when he receives a cryptic message: 90 days. Cal agrees to 
work as an undercover agent for SI-6 to discover the whereabouts of his twin. But at an island getaway for troubled 
teens, Cal quickly discovers things are not as they seem. Will he find Ryan? Or will his first secret mission be deadly? 
The clock is ticking…

126. Conspiracy 365: Malice (Gabrielle Lord)  $14.99 $13.50
Callum, Boges and Winter lived through the 365 days it took to solve the Ormond Singularity then barely escaped from 
a lunatic bent on revenge. Now a deadly secret from Winter’s mysterious past has come to haunt them. The countdown 
begins again.

127-129. Debt Series (Phillip Gwynne)  $14.99 $13.50ea
A new high-octane thriller series. Fifteen-year-old Dom is cast out of his comfortable life in the Gold Coast’s Halcyon 
Grove when he inherits an ancient debt. Now, he has six Herculean tasks to perform...or lose a pound of flesh. An 
exciting new series from the author of “Deadly Unna”. Age 11+

127. Catch the Zolt #1 128. Turn Off the Lights #2 129. Bring Back Cerberus #3

EMILY GRAVETT AUTHOR SPECIAL (93-104)
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130. Eric Vale: Epic Fail (Michael Gerard Bauer and Joe Bauer)  $14.99 $13.50
Ever had a STUPID nickname? A ROTTEN run of bad luck? A BEST friend who just looks on the BRIGHT side-even 
when the bright side looks BLACK? Well, Eric Vale’s got all three, and they’re pushing him towards the EPIC-EST of 
all EPIC FAILS!

131. Floods #12: Bewitched (Colin Thompson)  $14.95 $13.46ea
Everyone gets old, even witches and wizards. Their backs get stiff. Their feet get sore, and their brains go and live far, 
far away. Not even Nerlin Flood, the King of Transylvania Waters, is immune to the curse of old age. Will the Old Crones 
be able to cure him, or is Nerlin doomed to spend his twilight years talking to the wall, wearing a crooked jacket* and 
incompetence pants? *Which is actually a more accurate description of a straitjacket.
132. Neighbours #1 136. Prime Suspect #5 140. Who Wants to be a Billionaire? #9 
133. Playschool #2 137. Great Outdoors, The #6 141. Lost #10 
134. Home and Away #3 138. Top Gear #7 142. Disasterchef #11 
135. Survivor #4 139. Better Homes and Gardens #8

143. Floodsopedia, The (Colin Thompson)  $19.95 $16.96
Now that they’re safely ensconced in Castle Twilight as the supreme rulers of Transylvania Waters, the Flood family 
of witches and wizards have decided to share their immense wisdomness, magic and bacon-orientated secrets and 
history with you - even though you are mere pathetic humans. Fully illustrated and full colour throughout.

144. Ghost Club #3: Transylvanian Tale, A (Deborah Abela)  $15.95 $14.36ea
Edgar, Angeline and Dylan are off to the annual Ghost Club convention - in Transylvania! During a visit to Dracula’s 
castle, they are disturbed by a near-miss axe accident. But the danger is forgotten when Angeline has the chance to 
meet her hero, the famous ghost catcher Ripley Granger. Is Dylan the only one to notice the signs that something is 
very wrong at the convention? 

145. New Kid, The #1  146. Haunted School, The #2

147. How to Keep a Boy from Kissing You (Skye Eglington)  $16.99 $15.30
Sweet 16 and never been kissed - that’s the way Aurora Skye wants it to be. She’s too busy finding Potential Princes™ 
for her two best friends, counseling her sensitive New Age Dad and dealing with the unexpected return of her long-
absent Mum. But always in the background there’s Hayden Paris, the boy next door, the bane of Aurora’s life. Smart, 
funny, and always around to see her at her worst, he ‘gets’ her like no-one else … and that’s what makes him so 
infuriating. Ages 12+

148. Inheritance (Lisa Forrest)  $19.99 $18.00
In this thrilling Young Adult novel, Lisa Forrest has created a fantasy adventure around the myth of the Cirkulatti, circus 
performers with extraordinary gifts. Ages 13+

149.  Kingdom of Silk #7: Nell’s Festival of Crisp Winter Glories  
Glenda Millard and Stephen Michael King)  $14.99 $13.50ea

Two of Perry Angel’s favourite people are Grandma Nell and his good friend Jenkins. One night, while listening to Nell 
play The Tennessee Waltz, Perry has an idea how to make them both happy: he wants to put on a proper dance - with 
petticoats and posies and a real band. But when something happens to Nell, will Perry’s wish come true?
150. Naming of Tishkin Silk, The #1 153. All the Colours of Paradise #4 
151. Layla, Queen of Hearts #2 154. Plum Puddings and Paper Moons #5 
152. Perry Angel’s Suitcase #3 155. Tender Moments of Saffron Silk, The #6

156. Lightning Strikes: Disaster Chef (Meredith Costain)  $12.95 $11.66ea
Ollie and Julian are identical twins, but they couldn’t be more different: Ollie loves sports while Julian spends most of 
his time cooking. Much to Ollie’s surprise, Julian enters the Junior Maestro Chef competition and is going to be on 
national television. Ollie’s used to being the centre of attention so he’s not happy when his parents spend all their time 
quizzing Julian on ingredients for recipes rather than watching Ollie play footy. But when Julian falls ill before the taping 
of the show’s finale, it’s up to Ollie to pretend to be his brother and cook up a storm.
157. Big Dig 163. Freaky 169. Jinxed! 175. Spaced Out 
158. Black Baron 164. Going for Broke 170. Master, The  176. Spitting Image 
159. Camp Croc 165. Great Shave 171. Meteorite Kid 177. Sucked In 
160. Dead Certain 166. Haunted 172. Oddball 178. Sucked Out 
161. Dog Squad 167. Heart of Magic 173. Queasy Rider 179. Wreck the Halls 
162. Egghead 168. I Dare You 174. Slice, The

180.  Mates Great Australian Yarns: Drongoes  
(Christine Bongers and Dan McGuiness)  $11.99 $10.70ea

Can Jack beat Rocket Robson in the cross-country this year? If only! But his best mate Eric might be the real winner in 
this race...
181. Aussie Dog
182. Barnsey
183. Buzz Off!
184. Captain Blunderbolt
185. Chook Shed Snake
186. Crikey!

187. Crooked Mick
188. Hanging Out
189. Heart of the Forest
190.  How to Talk to a Frilled-  

Neck Lizard
191. Losers?

192. Smartest Dog of All
193. Thorpey
194. Tomato Sauce, of Course!
195. Wombat and the Poohjam
196. You Turkeys!

197. Matilda Saga Book 3: Girl from Snowy River (Jackie French)  $19.99 $18.00
Set among the landscapes of the great poems of Australia, this book is a love song to the Snowy Mountains and 
a tribute to Australia’s poets who immortalised so much of our land. The Girl from Snowy River combines passion, 
heartbreak, history and an enduring love and rich understanding of our land. Ages 12+

198. Waltz for Matilda, A #1 $19.99 $18.00 199. Rose for the Anzac Boys, A #2 $15.99 $14.40

200. My Australian Story: Escape from Cockatoo Island (Yvette Poshoglian)  $16.99 $15.30
It is 1879 and life in the Biloela Industrial School is tough for 11-year-old Olivia Markham. Her windswept days are filled 
with sewing, washing, and avoiding the girls from the Reformatory School. Sydney is rapidly growing and modernising, 
but Olivia can only imagine what life is like beyond the shores of Cockatoo Island. She dreams of freedom, friendship 
and, above all, family. Can she ever escape?

201. My Australian Story: Fremantle Prison Break (Deborah Lisson)  $16.99 $15.30
Thomas Morris thinks something most mysterious is going on in Bunbury where he delivers telegraphs: some 
telegraphs carry cryptic messages and there are strangers in town acting in an inconsistent manner. In his diary, 
Tom records the exciting adventures he has as he tries to solve the mystery and finds himself part of an amazing 
international plot.

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (105-291)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)
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202. My Australian Story: Gallipoli (Alan Tucker)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Lying about his age and looking for adventure, 14-year-old Victor March enlists in the 10th Battalion of the AIF to fight 
in the Great War. He is among the first soldiers to land at what will become known as Anzac Cove on 25 April 1915, 
and the world as he knows it is about to change. In his diary, Victor records the horrors of war, his friendships, his 
fears, and the story of Australia’s most legendary military campaign.

203. Archer’s Melbourne Cup 
204. Banner Bold 
205. Bombing of Darwin 
206. Cyclone Tracy 
207. Deadly Flu 
208. Fords and Flying Machines
209. Heroes of Tobruk 
210. Hunt for Ned Kelly 

211. Melting Pot
212. My Father’s War
213. My Friend, the Enemy
214. New Gold Mountain
215. Our Don Bradman
216. Outback
217. Phar Lap Mystery
218. Plagues and Federation

219. Refugee
220. Rum Rebellion
221. Secrets and Sisterhood
222. Snatched by Pirates
223. Surviving Sydney Cove
224. Sydney Harbour Bridge
225. Voyage to Botany Bay
226. Who Am I?

227. My Life as an Alphabet (Barry Jonsberg)  $14.99 $13.50
Introducing Candice Phee: 12 years old, hilariously honest and a little ... odd. But she has a big heart, the very best 
of intentions and an unwavering determination to ensure everyone is happy. So she sets about trying to ‘fix’ all the 
problems of all the people (and pets) in her life.  Laugh-out-loud funny, a delightful novel about an unusual girl who 
goes to great lengths to bring love and laughter into the lives of everyone she cares about.

228.  Nerdy Ninjas #2: Nerdy Ninjas vs the Really, Really Scary Guys  
(Shogun Whamhower and Heath McKenzie)  $9.99 $9.00ea

Ninja training continues for Jake, Ben, Pongo and Veejay, under the masterful eye of Sensei Lee...when he’s not too 
busy eating ice-cream and watching beach volleyball on TV. But will the Nerdy Ninjas be prepared for battle when a 
blood-curdling scream rings out from the forest?

229. Nerdy Ninjas vs the Really, Really Bad Guys #1

230. New Guinea Moon (Kate Constable)  $16.99 $15.30
Julie has grown up not knowing her father, with just the occasional Christmas card and the knowledge that he flies 
planes for a charter company in New Guinea. When she comes to stay with him one long summer, she learns to 
appreciate not only her long-lost father and his love of flying, but also New Guinea itself and the people she meets. 
An awkward romance with a young expat contrasts with her growing attraction to the son of a local coffee plantation 
owner. A tragedy and then a mystery leave her reeling, but force her to evaluate what she really wants out of life. 
Age 13+

231. Omega Squad #2: History Hackers (Chris Carter)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Who is stealing historical figures from the Battle Books? In this case of high-tech body snatching, great leaders 
from the past have been stolen by mysterious history hackers. The ‘bodies’ are traced to a facility run by the seedy 
Time Broker Horace Horologe.  Omega Squad must rescue the displaced leaders and return them to their rightful 
Battle Books. 
232. Time Thieves #1

233-258. Our Australian Girl (Various)  $14.95 $13.46ea
Two new Australian Girls to join this ever popular series. Meet Lina, she’s a young girl living in Melbourne in 1957, she’s 
a passionate girl finding a place to belong.  Meet Ruby, a young girl living in Adelaide in the 1930s during the 
depression, happy-go-lucky girl in a time of great change.

233. Meet Lina #1 (Set in 1956) NEW
234. Meet Ruby #1 (Set in 1930) NEW
235. Meet Grace #1 (set in 1808)
236. Friend for Grace, A #2 
237. Grace and Glory #3
238. Home for Grace, A #4
239. Meet Letty # 1 (set in 1841) 
240. Letty and the Stanger’s Lace #2
241. Letty on the Land #3 
242. Letty’s Christmas #4
243. Meet Nellie #1 (Set in 1849)
244. Nellie and the Secret Letter #2
245. Nellie’s Quest #3

246. Nellie’s Greatest Wish #4
247. Meet Poppy #1 (set in 1864)
248. Poppy at Summerhill #2
249. Poppy and the Thief #3
250. Poppy Comes Home #4 
251. Meet Rose #1 (set in 1900) 
252. Rose on Wheels # 2
253. Rose’s Challenge #3
254. Rose in Bloom #4
255. Meet Alice #1 (set in 1918)
256. Alice and the Apple Blossom Fair #2
257. Alice of Peppermint Grove #3
258. Peacetime for Alice #4

259. Raven Lucas #3: Chinese Whispers (Christine Harris)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Raven’s Dad is still missing and the search is taking her to Malaysia. With her trusted friends Sarah and Jessica by her 
side, she travels into the unknown. Mysterious artifacts, an intruder and a boat ride into danger are all pieces of the 
puzzle. Raven must find her father, before trouble finds her.
260. Missing #1 261. Dead Wrong #2

262. Ring Through Time, A (Felicity Pulman)  $19.99 $18.00
Alice Bennett has moved to Norfolk Island with her family who are descended from John Bennett, last commandant of 
the Second Settlement of the penal colony that was established on the island in the 19th Century.  Allie starts to sense 
her own connection with her past and when she is babysitting for the family who now occupy Government House she 
discovers a diary and realises she has uncovered a tragic story. The story is of Alice Bennett, daughter of the infamous 
John, who was notorious for the ill-treatment of the convicts under his command. Ages 13+

263-266. Robert Irwin Dinosaur Hunter (Robert Irwin)  $9.95 $8.96ea
Bindi has had her own series, now it’s Robert’s turn to share his love of all things prehistoric. Discover a world of 
prehistoric adventure with Robert Irwin! Age 6+

263. Discovery, The #1  265. Armoured Defence #3 
264. Ambush at Cisco Swamp #2  266. Dinosaur Feather, The #4

267. Roxy Ran #2: Red Samurai (Tiffany Hall)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Life is complicated enough in Year 7 without also being an awesome ninja with extreme powers and trying to keep 
your secret crush … secret. What if you had to deal with Samurai attacks and bullies at school too?

268. White Ninja #1

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (105-291)
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269. Samurai Kids #7: Red Fox (Sandy Fussell)  $15.99 $14.40ea
On the way to India, The Sea Dragon is shipwrecked. Niya is washed up on a deserted beach, fearing that his friends 
may all be dead. He is reunited with Chen, but the other Little Cockroaches are nowhere to be found. Niya and Chen 
soon learn there is only one path their friends would have taken. Who has survived? 
270. White Crane #1  272. Shaolin Tiger #3  274. Fire Lizard #5 
271. Owl Ninja #2  273. Monkey Fist #4  275. Golden Bat #6

276. Shot, Boom, Score! (Justin Brown)  $14.99 $13.50
A hilarious story about a boy who is promised a Gamebox V3 by his Dad if he scores 20 wickets in cricket and 10 
tries in rugby, but is foiled at every turn by the class bully.

277. Thai-No-Mite! (Oliver Phommavanh)  $16.99 $15.30ea
I’m Lengy and I’m Thai. My parents run a restaurant named Thai-riffic! Mum and Dad’s idea of a holiday? Going to 
Thailand to visit all our relatives. Recipe for getting there? Survive Dr Needlemouse and his arsenal of needles. Squeeze 
in a snappy budget trip to Dreamworld. Fight off a savage bat attack. Celebrate Christmas, Thai-riffic style!
278. Thai-riffic  279. Con-Nerd  280. Punchlines

281. Three Doors Trilogy: Third Door, The #3 (Emily Rodda)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Rye and Sonia have faced the heart-stopping perils of the land behind the Golden Door, and the cold terrors that lurk 
behind the Silver Door as well. One Door remains a mystery - the ancient Wooden Door that he has been drawn to 
from the beginning. All he has to do is dare to go through it.
282. Golden Door, The #1   283. Silver Door, The #2

284. To Brave the Seas (David McRobbie)  $15.99 $14.40
From the author of Vinnie’s War, here is the story of a teenager who ends up as a deck boy on Merchant Navy ships, 
learning the ropes, fitting in with the crew and facing war-time action in World War II.

285. Violet Mackerel’s Possible Friend #5 (Anna Branford and Sarah Davis)  $19.95 $17.96ea
Violet Mackerel has moved into her new house. There is a girl next door who could be a possible friend. Her name is 
Rose and she has a pink and white bedroom and a doll’s house. Violet hopes that Rose might not be just a possible 
friend for very long. Instead, she would quite like Rose to be a very good friend.
286. Violet Mackerel’s Brilliant Plot #1 288. Violet Mackerel’s Natural Habitat #3 
287. Violet Mackerel’s Remarkable Recovery #2 289. Violet Mackerel’s Personal Space #4

290. Word Hunters #2: Lost Hunters, The (Nick Earls and Terry Whidborne)  $14.95 $13.46ea
In their previous adventure, Lexi and Al thought they had seen it all – time travel, ancient cities on the point of collapse, 
the invention of the telephone and … vomiting rats. But nothing could prepare them for the realisation that their missing 
Grandfather is a word hunter too and has been lost in the past. But how do you find someone in 3000 years of history?
291. Curious Dictionary #1

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

292. 39 Clues Cahills vs Vespers #5: Trust No One (Linda Sue Park)  $17.99 $16.20ea
When seven members of their family were kidnapped, 13-year-old Dan Cahill and his older sister, Amy, got ready for the 
fight of their lives. But their enemy, a terrifying group known as the Vespers, remained elusive. Amy and Dan discover 
that there’s a Vesper mole in their innermost circle and they need to smoke out the traitor before the next hostage dies.
293. Medusa Plot, The #    294. King’s Ransom, A #2    295. Dead of the Night #3     296. Shatterproof #4

297. Amazing Spider-Man: An Origin Story, The (Compilation)  $9.99 $9.00
When Peter Parker is bitten by a radioactive spider he becomes super agile and amazingly strong. He makes a 
disguise and calls himself Spider-Man. It’s not long before Spider-Man realises that New York City needs a superhero.

298-308. Awesome Animals Series (Various)  $9.99 $9.00ea
Unforgettably funny, animal adventure stories about your favourite wild animals! The funniest fiction, starring the wildest 
wildlife, from prize winning authors. Unleash your imagination and follow your favourite animals from the Kalahari desert 
to the Wologong Nature Reserve in China. And be prepared: you’ll laugh out loud!
298. Koala Calamity NEW 
299. Llama Drama NEW
300. Meerkat Madness
301. More Meerkat Madness
302. Meerkat Madness Flying High
303. Merry Meerkat Madness

304. Otter Chaos NEW
305. Panda Panic
306. Panda Panic: Running Wild
307. Penguin Pandemonium
308. Penguin Pandemonium: Rescue

309. Big Nate #5: Big Nate Flips Out (Lincoln Peirce)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Everyone knows N-A-T-E does NOT equal N-E-A-T! And when Nate’s sloppiness gets out of hand, his best friend 
Francis gets in serious trouble. Can Nate clean up his act? Or will he FLIP OUT first?
310. Boy with the Biggest Head, The #1 312. Big Nate on a Roll #3 
311. Big Nate Strikes Again #2 313. Big Nate Goes For Broke #4

314.  Captain Underpants and the Revolting Revenge of the Radioactive Robo-Boxers 
#10 (Dav Pilkey)  $12.99 $11.70

When we last saw our heroes, George and Harold, they had been turned into evil zombie nerds doomed to roam a 
devastated, post-apocalyptics planet for all eternity. Why didn’t the amazing Captain Underpants save the boys from 
this frightening fate? Because Tippy Tinkletrousers and this time-travelling hijinks prevented George and Harold from 
creating Captain Underpants in the first place! 
315. Adventures of Captain Underpants, The #1  $10.99 $9.90 
316. Captain Underpants and the Attack of the Talking Toilets #2  $10.99 $9.90 
317. Captain Underpants and the Invasion of the Incredible Cafeteria Ladies from Outer Space #3 $10.99 $9.90 
318. Captain Underpants and the Perilous Plot of Professor Poopypants #4  $10.99 $9.90 
319. Captain Underpants and the Wrath of the Wicked Wedgie Woman #5  $10.99 $9.90 
320. Captain Underpants and the Big Bad Battle Part 1 #6  $10.99 $9.90 
321. Captain Underpants and the Big Bad Battle Part 2 #7  $10.99 $9.90 
322. Captain Underpants and the Preposterous Plight #8  $10.99 $9.90 
323. Captain Underpants and the Terrifying Return of Tippy Tinkletrouser #9  $12.99 $11.70
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324. Daisy and the Trouble with Coconuts (Kes Gray)  $12.95 $11.66
‘The trouble with coconuts is they are the worst type of nuts in the whole wide world. If you ask me, coconuts shouldn’t 
be allowed in a funfair. If you double ask me, they shouldn’t even be allowed to grow. Coconuts are too big. Coconuts 
are too hairy. Plus, if you try to win one, they just get you into trouble. Which isn’t my fault!’
325. Daisy and the Trouble with Christmas  $14.95 $13.46
326. Daisy and the Trouble with Giants  $16.95 $15.26
327. Daisy and the Trouble with Kittens  $14.95 $13.46
328. Daisy and the Trouble with Life  $16.95 $15.26
329. Daisy and the Trouble with Maggots  $14.95 $13.46
330. Daisy and the Trouble with Zoo  $14.95 $13.46

331-334. Dinosaur Land (MJ Misra)  $9.95 $8.96ea
Max is dinosaur mad. He knows everything about them. If only he could meet a real one! So when an ancient fossil 
whisks him away to an incredible land full of dinosaurs, he can’t believe his luck.
331. Magic Fossil #1 333. Lost in the Wild #3 NEW 
332. Double Trouble! #2 334. Great Escape!, The #4 NEW

335. Dogs of Winter (Bobbie Pyron)  $16.95 $15.26
When Mishka is abandoned on the streets of Moscow he falls in with a gang of other homeless children, hoping they’ll 
give him a chance of survival. But as winter freezes the city and food becomes scarce, he is left alone to fend for 
himself. Help comes in an unexpected form: Mishka is adopted by a pack of dogs. The creatures quickly become more 
than just his street companions, they are his family. But he can’t stay hidden from the world for ever...

336. Fearless (Cornelia Funke)  $17.99 $16.20
After saving his brother, Jacob Reckless faces death from the fairy’s curse burning in his heart. In search of a cure 
he returns to the Mirrorworld where he is reunited with Fox, a beautiful shape-shifting girl. He has one more chance: 
a golden crossbow, with the power to both save and destroy life, buried in a dead king’s tomb beneath an invisible 
palace. Jacob must cross continents, face monsters and men - including a dangerous rival - and learn what it means 
to stay alive.
337. Reckless #1  $19.99 $18.00

338. Geek Girl (Holly Smale)  $14.99 $13.50
Harriet Manners knows that a cat has 32 muscles in each ear, a “jiffy” lasts 1/100th of a second, and the average 
person laughs 15 times per day. But she doesn’t know why nobody at school seems to like her. When Harriet is 
spotted by a model agent, she grabs the chance to reinvent herself. Even if it means stealing her best friend’s dream, 
incurring the wrath of her arch enemy Alexa, and humiliating herself in front of handsome model Nick. Even if it means 
lying to the people she loves.

339. Geronimo Stilton Cavemice #1: Stone of Fire, The (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70
Who is Geronimo Stiltonoot? He is a cavemouse - Geronimo Stilton’s ancient ancestor. He runs the stone newspaper 
in the prehistoric village of Old Mouse City. From dealing with dinosaurs to dodging meteorites, his life in the Stone 
Age is full of adventure! Old Mouse City is in uproar. The most precious artifact in the mouseum, the Stone of Fire, 
has been stolen! 

340. Geronimo Stilton #51: Enormouse Pearl Heist, The (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70
One day, my friends and I, Geronimo Stilton, made an amazing discovery. We found a huge oyster - with an 
enormouse pearl inside! I was so excited about this rare, precious pearl that I wrote a special feature about it in The 
Rodent’s Gazette. That article attracted lots of attention - both good and bad…

341. Geronimo Stilton #52: Mouse in Space (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70
An evil professor is threatening New Mouse City with his terrible inventions. The authorities called upon me, Geronimo 
Stilton, to thwart his plans by travelling on a top secret mission to outer space! Mouldy mozzarella, my trip was out 
of this world!

342. Heist Society #3: Perfect Scoundrels (Ally Carter)  $16.99 $15.30ea
When Hale unexpectedly inherits his grandmother’s billion-dollar corporation, he quickly learns that there’s no place 
for Kat and their old heists in his new role. But Kat won’t let him go that easily, especially after she is tipped off about 
an elaborate con to steal the company’s fortune. Instead of being the heir, this time Hale might be the mark. Kat is 
prepared to do the impossible, but first she has to decide. Is she willing to save her boyfriend’s company if it means 
losing the boy? Age12+
343. Heist Society #1   344. Uncommon Criminals #2

345. Henderson’s Boys #7: Scorched Earth (Robert Muchamore)  $17.99 $16.20ea
Summer, 1944.  As Allied soldiers prepare to land in France, Marc and his friends must destroy a battalion of German 
tanks that could halt the invasion in its tracks.  The tide of war has turned against the Nazis, but desperation has made 
them more brutal than ever. Henderson’s Boys’ final mission will be their most dangerous. 
346. Escape, The #1 348. Secret Army #3 350. Prisoner, The #5 
347. Eagle Day #2 349. Grey Wolves #4  351. One Shot Kill #6  $15.99 $14.40

352. Incredible Hulk: An Origin Story (Compilation)  $9.99 $9.00
Struggling to control the power within... When Bruce Banner was growing up he was often lonely and afraid, but he 
kept his feelings hidden deep inside. He becomes a scientist who works for the army. One day he is blasted with 
gamma radiation in a huge explosion and his hidden feelings rage forth, transforming Bruce into the Incredible Hulk!

353. Infinity Ring #3: Trap Door, The (Lisa McMann)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Dak, Sera and Riq return to the United States and walk immediately into a deadly trap. The year is 1850, and the nation 
is divided over the issue of slavery. In these dark days, the Underground Railroad provides a light of hope, helping 
runaway slaves escape to freedom. But the SQ has taken control of the Underground Railroad from within. Now Dak 
and Sera are left wondering who to trust... while Riq risks everything to save the life of a young boy.
354. Mutiny in Time, A #1    355. Divide and Conquer #2

356. Invincible Iron Man: An Origin Story (Compilation)  $9.99 $9.00
Heroes aren’t born, they’re built... Billionaire inventor Tony Stark has been captured by an enemy army who want him to 
create a mighty weapon for them. Instead, he and a fellow captive hatch a daring plan - and the Invincible Iron Man is born!

357. Maze Runner #4: Kill Order (James Dashner)  $16.99 $15.30ea
When sun flares hit the Earth intense heat, toxic radiation and flooding followed, wiping out much of the human race. 
Those that survived live in basic communities in the mountains hunting for food. For Mark and his friends surviving is 
difficult - and then an enemy arrives, infecting people with a highly contagious virus. Thousands die and the virus is 
spreading. Worse, it’s mutating and people are going crazy. A prequel to the Maze Runner books. Ages 13+
358. Maze Runner, The #1 359. Scorch Trials, The #2 360. Death Cure, The #3

OVERSEAS NOVELS (292-435)
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361. My Story Boxed Set (Various)  $59.95 $53.96
Ten of the most shattering moments in history come together in this collectible boxed set. Turning history’s most world-
changing and cataclysmic moments into gripping diaries told in realistic voices, these best-selling books bring the past 
to the real world. From the age of the Vikings to World War II, read these enthralling stories and relive the past! Titles 
include Battle of Britain, Blitz, D-Day, The Great Plague, Roman Invasion, Suffragette, To Kill a Queen, The Trenches, 
Viking Blood and The Workhouse.
362. 1900: Brand New Century  $17.99 $16.20
363. Battle of Britain  $17.99 $16.20
364. Berlin Olympics  $17.99 $16.20
365. Blitz: A Wartime Girl’s Story  $17.99 $16.20
366. Cadogan Square  $19.99 $18.00
367. D-Day  $17.99 $16.20
368. Desert Danger  $17.99 $16.20
369. Factory Girl  $17.99 $16.20
370. Great Plague  $17.99 $16.20
371. Hunger: an Irish Girl’s Diary  $17.99 $16.20
372. Lady Jane Grey  $17.99 $16.20
373. Nowhere to Run  $17.99 $16.20
374. Pompeii  $17.99 $16.20
375. Pyramid of Secrets  $17.99 $16.20

376. Road to War  $17.99 $16.20
377. Roman Invasion  $17.99 $16.20
378. Slave Girl  $17.99 $16.20
379. Sophie’s Secret War  $17.99 $16.20
380. Suffragette  $17.99 $16.20
381. Sweep’s Boy  $17.99 $16.20
382. Titanic  $17.99 $16.20
383. To Kill a Queen  $17.99 $16.20
384. Trenches  $17.99 $16.20
385. Viking Blood  $17.99 $16.20
386. War Nurse  $17.99 $16.20
387. Wartime Princess  $17.99 $16.20
388. Workhouse  $17.99 $16.20
389. Young Nanny  $17.99 $16.20

390. Parvana’s Promise (Deborah Ellis)  $15.99 $12.79
Parvana, now fifteen, is found in a bombed-out school and held as a suspected terrorist by American troops in 
Afghanistan. A stunning sequel to Parvana and Parvana’s Journey. Ages 12+
391. Parvana  $15.95 $12.76  392. Parvana’s Journey  $15.95 $14.36

393. Red River Stallion (Troon Harrison)  $15.99 $14.40
Amelia Otterchild Mackenzie has grown up caught between two cultures: her father, a Scottish trader, fell in love 
with a Native American woman when his ship docked at York Factory on the Hudson Bay. When Amelia was only 
a baby her father left for the far west, promising to return, but he has never been heard from since. Set in the wild 
Canadian pioneer days, and full of period detail about the uneasy coexistence of the Native American peoples and 
European settlers.

394. Romance Diaries: Ruby (Jenna Austen)  $14.99 $13.50
Ruby’s worried that her friends keep making the same mistakes when it comes to romance. Then she develops a 
theory: most girls go for either a ‘Jane Austen’ guy (funny, sweet, caring) or a ‘Jane Eyre’ guy (dark, brooding, serious) 
- when really they should be dating the exact opposite!  But when Ruby puts her theory into practice, the results don’t 
exactly go to plan ... Ages 12+

395. Ruby Redfort #2: Take Your Last Breath (Lauren Child)  $19.99 $18.00
Now, everyones favourite girl detective is back. This time, though, it’s an adventure on the wide open ocean, and Ruby 
is all at sea. Can she crack the case of the Twinford pirates while evading the clutches of a vile sea monster as well 
as the evil Count von Viscount? Well, you wouldn’t want to bet against her...
396. Look into my Eyes #1  $14.99 $13.50

397. Skulduggery Pleasant: Tanith Low (Derek Landy)  $19.99 $18.00
A brilliant, hilarious one-off novella in the Skulduggery Pleasant universe. This time, the bad guys take the stage. 
Tanith Low, now possessed by a remnant, recruits a gang of villains - many of whom will be familiar from previous 
Skulduggery adventures - in order to track down and steal the four God-Killer level weapons that could hurt Darquesse 
when she eventually emerges. Tanith needs to stay two steps ahead of her teammates and her enemies. After all, she’s 
got her own double-crosses to plan - and she’s a villain herself...
398. Skulduggery Pleasant #1  $14.99 $13.50 402. Skulduggery Pleasant: Mortal Coil #5 $14.99 $13.50 
399. Skulduggery Pleasant: Playing with Fire #2  $14.99 $13.50 403. Skulduggery Pleasant: Death Bringer #6  $14.99 $13.50 
400. Skulduggery Pleasant: Faceless Ones #3 $14.99 $13.50 404. Skulduggery Pleasant: Kingdom of Wicked #7 $19.99 $18.00 
401. Skulduggery Pleasant: Dark Days #4 $14.99 $13.50 405. Skulduggery Pleasant: End of the World $4.99 $4.50

406. Spy Dog: Brainwashed #9 (Andrew Cope)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Criminals daren’t step a paw out of line when Lara, the spy dog, is around. Grrrr…Lara decides to go to a new gym 
with Mr and Mrs Cook - she has a bit of a pooch paunch to shift. But she makes a shocking discovery! Harriet Hawk, 
the evil gym owner, is brainwashing everyone into becoming an army of criminals. But there’s an even more dastardly 
masterplan afoot - to use the hypnotised grownups to kidnap the country’s school children!
407. Spy Dog #1 410. Spy Dog Superbrain #4 413. Spy Dog: Teacher’s Pet #7 
408. Spy Dog: Captured #2 411. Spy Dog Rocket Rider #5 414. Spy Dog: Rollercoaster #8 
409. Spy Dog Unleashed #3 412. Spy Dog: Secret Santa #6

415. Stage School #5: Olivia’s Winter Wonderland (Lyn Gardner)  $14.99 $13.50ea
The fifth book in a series blending family drama, school story and performing arts. It’s winter and everything is cold and 
crisp and even and Olivia wants to make the most of it! Olivia is spending a lot of time working on her skating skills!
416. Olivia’s First Term #1  418. Olivia and the Movie Stars #3 
417. Olivia Flies High #2  419. Olivia’s Enchanted Summer #4

420. Star Fighters Bumper Edition: Stealth Force (Max Chase)  $14.99 $13.50
Summoned by a strange distress signal, Peri and the rest of the Phoenix’s crew head to the remote desert planet 
Westrenia to see if they can help. At first the main town seems devoid of life. Then the crew realise that the inhabitants 
are in hiding. The sheriff of Westrania has been kidnapped and a gang of outlaws is terrorising the town. 

421. Stick Dog (Tom Watson)  $12.99 $11.70
Stick Dog and his friends, Mutt, Stripes, Karen and Poo-Poo have caught the scent of hamburgers and what hungry 
stray could resist that lovely meaty waft? All they have to do is follow the smell, find the barbecue and eat the 
hamburgers. But it’s not as easy as it sounds. The dogs need a “Master Plan” and they’re not short of ideas. 

422.  Terrible Thing That Happened to Barnaby Brocket, The  
(John Boyne and Oliver Jeffers)  $19.95 $17.96

There’s nothing unusual about the Brockets. Boring, respectable and fiercely proud of it, Alistair and Eleanor Brocket 
turn up their noses at anyone strange or different. But from the moment Barnaby Brocket comes into the world, it’s 
clear he’s anything but normal. To the horror and shame of his parents, Barnaby appears to defy the laws of gravity 
- and floats.
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423. Thea Stilton and the Mystery of the Orient Express (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70
The Thea Sisters are boarding the famouse Orient Express for a journey from Paris to Istanbul! The train is on a special 
trip to return a precious wedding dress stolen years ago from an Istanbul museum. But there’s a rumour that the 
mysterious Acrobat Thief will steal the dress from the moving train! 

424. There’s a Fly Guy in my Soup: Fly Guy (Tedd Arnold)  $9.99 $9.00
When Buzz and his family have dinner at a fancy hotel’s restaurant Fly Guy isn’t allowed in. After searching through 
the hotel’s garbage Fly Guy smells a wonderful aroma coming from the restaurant’s kitchen. Fly Guy causes some 
messy mayhem in the restaurant and, in the end, everyone needs a bath! Go to www.pegiwilliams.com.au for all 
titles in this series.

425. Timmy Failure: Mistakes Were Made (Stephan Pastis)  $17.95 $16.16
Take 11-year-old Timmy Failure - the clueless, comically self-confident CEO of the best detective agency in town, 
perhaps even the nation. Add his impressively lazy business partner, a very large polar bear named Total. Throw in the 
Failuremobile – Timmy’s Mum’s Segway - and what you have is Total Failure, Inc 

426. Uncanny X Men: An Origin Story (Compilation)  $9.99 $9.00
Charles Xavier is a mutant with uncanny telepathic powers. He discovers that many ordinary humans hate and fear 
those with powers like his. But Charles dreams of humans and mutants living together in harmony. He forms a team 
of powerful young mutants called the X-Men. Like Charles, the X-Men are sworn to protect a world that fears them.

427. When My Name Was Keoko (Linda Sue Park)  $16.95 $15.26
When her name was Keoko, Japan owned Korea, and Japanese soldiers ordered people around. When her name 
was Keoko, World War II came to Korea, and her friends and relatives had to work and fight for Japan. When her 
name was Keoko, she never forgot her name was actually Kim Sun-hee. And no matter what she was called, she was 
Korean. Not Japanese.  Inspired by the true-life events, this amazing story reveals what happens when your culture, 
country and identity are threatened.

428-435. Willard Price Adventure (Willard Price)  $14.95 $13.46ea
Reissues of Willard Price’s classic adventure series set in the animal kingdom.
428. Amazon Adventure 
429. Arctic Adventure
430. Elephant Adventure

431. Gorilla Adventure
432. Lion Adventure
433. Safari Adventure

434. South Sea Adventure
435. Underwater Adventure

(RRP) (SCHOOL)
436-450. Dear Dumb Diary Series (Jim Benton)  $9.99 $9.00ea
Sneak a peek inside the diary of Jamie Kelly, who promises that everything she writes is true ... or at least as true as 
it needs to be.
436. Let’s Pretend This Never Happened #1 445. Worst Things in Life Are Also Free #10
437. My Pants Are Haunted #2 446. Okay, So Maybe I Do Have Superpowers #11 
438. Am I the Princess or the Frog? #3 447. Me (Just Like You, Only Better) #12
439. Never Do Anything, Ever #4
440. Can Adults Become Human? #5 Dear Dumb Diary Year 2:
441. Problem with Here… #6 448. Hasn’t This Gone on Long #1
442. Never Underestimate Your Dumbness #7 449. Super Nice are Super Annoying
443. It’s Not my Fault I Know Everything #8 450. Nobody’s Perfect, I’m as Close as it Gets
444. That’s What Friends Aren’t For #9

451. Diary of a Rugby Champ (Shamini Flint and Sally Heinrich)  $9.99 $9.00
Marcus is a Maths whiz who is not good at sport. His dad is a self-help author who thinks Marcus can achieve 
anything he sets his mind to...with hilarious results. In illustrated diary format, Marcus’s gentle, satiric humour and 
comic drawings will have readers laughing out loud while learning a surprising amount about rugby.

452. Diary of a Taekwondo Master (Shamini Flint and Sally Heinrich)  $9.99 $9.00
Marcus is a Maths whiz who is not good at sport. His dad is a self-help author who thinks Marcus can achieve anything 
he sets his mind to...with hilarious results. In illustrated diary format, Marcus’s gentle, satiric humour and comic 
drawings will have readers laughing out loud while learning a surprising amount about taekwondo.

453. Diary of a Cricket God  $9.99 $9.00 454. Diary of a Soccer Star $9.99 $9.00

455. Diary of a Wimpy Kid #7: Third Wheel, The (Jeff Kinney)  $14.99 $13.50ea
As usual, Greg is moving blithely through life with himself as the centre of his universe. Yet somehow, he still manages 
to strike a chord with us all; about the ups and downs of family life or the trials and tribulations of school. And that’s 
before he gets started on the never ending mystery of girls; and what Rodrick does in his spare time.
456. Diary of a Wimpy Kid #1  458. Last Straw #3  460. Ugly Truth #5 
457. Rodrick Rules #2  459. Dog Days #4  461. Cabin Fever #6

462. Journal of a Schoolyard Bully #2: Cyberbully (Farley Katz)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Journal of a Schoolyard Bully: Cyber Bully by Farley Katz chronicles the life of Niko Kayler, habitual trouble-maker. For 
the second time in the series, Niko Kayler makes a triumphant return from bully rehab and must once again put the 
nerds in their places – but what happens when the tables are turned? 
463. Journal of a Schoolyard Bully #1

464-467. Middle School Series (James Patterson)
Rafe Kane has enough problems at home without throwing his first year of middle school into the mix. Luckily, he’s got 
an ace plan for the best year ever, if he can pull it off. With his best friend Leonardo the Silent awarding him points, 
Rafe tries to break every rule in his school’s oppressive Code of Conduct. But when Rafe’s game starts to catch up 
with him, he’ll have to decide if winning is all that matters, or if he’s finally ready to face the rules, bullies, and truths 
he’s been avoiding.
464. Worst Years of My Life #1  $17.95 $16.16 466. I Funny #3 $19.95 $17.96 
465. Get Me Out of Here! #2 $19.95 $17.96 467. My Brother is a Big Fat Liar $19.95 $17.96
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468. My Totally Awesome Story (Pat Flynn and Peter Carnavas)  $14.95 $13.46
As he fills in his writing workbook with his wicked stories and cartoons, Duane hilariously details his run-ins with the 
deputy principal, his misadventures with his best mate Meatball, his crush on hot chick Jackie, as well as his dreams 
to jump over 100 cars on his motorbike. A self-confessed legend, Duane will have kids laughing out loud to the very 
last page!

469-471. Polly Price’s Totally Secret Diary (Dee Shulman)
Meet Polly Price, owner of the world’s most embarrassing mother: actress and all-round airhead Arabella Diamonte. 
Who has just been cast in a touring production of a new play, meaning Polly is heading to San Francisco for what may 
well turn out to be the craziest summer holiday of her life...
469. On Stage in America #1  $12.95 $11.66 471. Mum in Love #3  $12.95 $11.66 
470. Reality TV Nightmare #2  $14.95 $13.46

472. Tom Gates #4: Genius Ideas (Mostly) (Liz Pichon)  $15.99 $14.40ea
Seeing Delia without her sunglasses on is a BIG shock, but that’s nothing compared with the surprise Dad has in store 
for me with his new-found fitness regime. Meanwhile, Derek and I keep practising in DOGZOMBIES - you never know, 
we might even get to play another gig? 
473. Brilliant World Of Tom Gates #1 475. Everything’s Amazing (Sort Of) #3 
 474. Excellent Excuses and Other Good Stuff #2

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

476-480. Anthony Horowitz: Graphic Novels  $19.95 $17.96ea
This is a bold and stylish reissue of of the Alex Rider and Power of Five series. Forcibly recruited into MI6 after the 
mysterious death of his guardian, 14-year-old Alex is sent to infiltrate the organization of a sinister billionaire. Within 
days he’s gone from schoolboy to superspy - and it looks like his first assignment may be his last...
476. Alex Rider: Stormbreaker #1
477. Alex Rider: Point Blanc #2
478. Alex Rider: Skeleton Key #3

479. Alex Rider: Eagle Strike #4 
480. Power of Five: Raven’s Gate #1

481. Artemis Fowl: Graphic Novel (Eoin Colfer)  $19.95 $17.96
Twelve-year-old Artemis Fowl is a brilliant criminal mastermind. But even Artemis doesn’t know what he’s taken on 
when he kidnaps a fairy, Captain Holly Short of the LEPrecon Unit. These aren’t the fairies of bedtime stories. These 
fairies are armed and they’re dangerous. Artemis thinks he’s got them just where he wants them, but then they stop 
playing by the rules…

482. Big Nate All Work and No Play: Graphic Novel (Lincoln Peirce) NEW $16.95 $15.26
Already a New York Times best-seller, it’s two firsts in one for a Big Nate book! The first Sundays-only and first 
full-colour Big Nate collection both debut in Big Nate All Work and No Play. Enjoy more than two years of Sunday 
cartoons, portraying the colourful life of Nate Wright. 224pp  h180mm  x  w230mm 
483. Big Nate From the Top $14.95 $13.46 484. Big Nate, What Could Possibly Go Wrong? $14.95 $13.46

485-496. Campfire Graphic Novels (Various) NEW $14.95 $13.46ea
Inspired by the enduring relationship between a campfire and gripping storytelling, these graphic novels adapt timeless 
literature from some of the greatest writers.
485. 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea 489. Moby Dick 493. Three Musketeers, The 
486. Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The 490. Oliver Twist 494. Treasure Island 
487. Alice in Wonderland 491. Robinson Crusoe 495. Wind in the Willows, The 
488. Macbeth 492. Romeo and Juliet 496. Wonderful Wizard of Oz, The

497. Geronimo Stilton: We’ll Always Have Paris: Graphic Novel (Geronimo Stilton)  $14.99 $13.50
What’s Geronimo to do in order to prevent the Pirate Cats from turning the almost-complete Eiffel Tower into a gigantic 
monument to Catardone’s already monumental ego? No matter what the answer, this is a mission that will require the 
scientific expertise of Ampy Von Volt, as Geronimo takes to the skies in this new high-flying adventure set in late 19th 
century Paris. For all books in the series go to www.pegiwilliams.com.au

498-499. Percy Jackson Series Graphic Novels (Rick Riordan)  $19.99 $18.00ea
I never asked to be the son of a Greek god! I was just a normal kid, going to school, playing basketball, skateboarding. 
The usual. Until I accidentally vaporized my maths teacher. That’s when things really started going wrong. Now I spend 
my time fighting with swords, battling monsters with my friends, and generally trying to stay alive. This is the one where 
Zeus, God of the Sky, thinks I’ve stolen his lightning bolt - and making Zeus angry is a very bad idea.
498. Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief 499. Percy Jackson and the Sea of Monsters NEW

500. Supernaturalist: Graphic Novel (Eoin Colfer) NEW  $19.99 $18.00
Satellite City ‘The city of the future,’ proclaim the billboards.  But if you’re an orphan, like Cosmo Hill, you have no 
future. Sent to the Clarissa Frayne Institute for Parentally Challenged Boys, Cosmo spends his days testing highly 
dangerous products. The average life span of an orphan Institute is 15 years.  Cosmo is 14. Cosmo is saved by the 
Supernaturalists, a group of teens who share his ability to see Parasites who drain the life from injured and dying 
humans. But they’re not the only ones hunting the Parasites... Ages 13+

501-522. Twisted Journeys Graphic Novels (Various)  $12.95 $11.66ea
These Graphic Novels allow you to control the action by choosing which path to follow. Part Choose-Your-Own-
Adventure, part Graphic Novel, which twists and turns will your journey take?
501. Captured by Pirates #1
502. Escape from Pyramid X #2
503. Terror in Ghost Mansion #3
504. Treasure of Mount Fate #4
505. Nightmare on Zombie Island #5
506. Time Travel Trap #6
507. Vampire Hunt #7
508. Accident on Planet J #8
509. Agent Mongoose Hypno-Beam Scheme #9
510. Goblin King #10
511. Shipwreck on Mad Island #11

512. Kung Fu Masters #12
513. School of Evil #13
514. Attack of the Mutant Meteors #14
515. Agent Mongoose and the Giant Insects #15
516. Quest for Dragon Mountain #16
517. Detective Frankenstein #17
518. Horror in Space #18
519. Fifth Musketeer #19
520. Peril at Summer Park #20
521. Safari Survivor #21
522. Hero City #22

IF YOU LIKE DIARY OF A WIMPY KID... (436-475)

GRAPHIC NOVELS HOT TOPIC (476-522)

(RRP) (SCHOOL)
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523. ABC Dentist: Healthy Teeth from A to Z (Harriet Ziefert and Liz Murphy)  $9.95 $8.96
A trip to the dentist’s office is easy once you know the ABC’s of it. In this book, kids will learn important words like 
appointment, cavity, plaque and X-ray. Informative text and lively collage illustrations make this the perfect book to 
calm any child’s fears about the dentist.

524. ABC Doctor: Staying Healthy from A to Z (Harriet Ziefert and Liz Murphy)  $9.95 $8.96
An alphabet book goes over the ABC’s of visiting the doctor, from examinations and fevers to nurses and urine 
samples - to help make a trip to the doctor’s office a little less scary.

525-528. Animal Attack (Camilla De La Bedoyere)  $9.99 $9.00ea
Discover a dangerous world and come face-to-face with the world’s most terrifying predators, fearsome reptiles, 
insects and creepy-crawlies, and sharks! Young readers will love the amazing photography, gory details and gruesome 
facts in these bold and striking books.

525. Deadly Predators 526. Fearsome Reptiles 527. Mini Monsters  528. Scary Sharks

529-534. Animals on the Edge (Anna Claybourne)  $13.99 $12.60ea
From investigating daily routines, such as how animals hunt and what they eat, to hard-hitting facts about the causes 
of species extinction in the wild and how conservation efforts and zoo programmes can help, these books are packed 
with exciting real-life tales and inside information as well as amazing photography throughout.

529. Elephant         530. Gorilla        531. Hippo        532. Penguin        533. Rhino        534. Tiger

535. Australian and World Records 2013 (Compilation)  $14.99 $13.50
Who is the highest-paid movie star? What was Australia’s most-watched TV show? Find out these astonishing facts 
and more in Australian and World Records 2013! The fastest, biggest, greatest and deadliest - they’re all in this 
incredible book! Features amazing new records and astonishing photos with heaps of Aussie entries from every state 
and territory!

536. Cook It! Step By Step (Dorling Kindersley)  $24.99 $22.50
Cook It is the ultimate introduction to cookery for kids. Split into five sections - breakfast, light bites, main meals, 
sweets and preparing for events. With a meal and party planner included children can share their new skills with family 
and friends.

537-544. Creepy Crawlies (Rebecca Rissman)  $22.95 $20.66ea
This series of books uses simple rhymes and engaging images to teach readers about all things creepy crawly. 
Ages 5+

537. Ants 539. Beetles 541. Centipedes 543. Spiders  
538. Bees 540. Caterpillars 542. Dragonflies  544. Woodlice

545. Danger! (Dorling Kindersley)  $19.99 $18.00
Explore the hottest and highest places on Earth, get lost in Antarctic wastes, and consider the end of the world and 
whether or not it’s near. And just when you think you’re done, you’ll come face-to-face with the most dangerous 
mathematical formula in history.

546. Easter Things to Make and Do (Usborne)  $9.99 $9.00
Lots of inspiring activities to celebrate Easter and springtime. Simple, step-by-step instructions for making gifts and 
decorations from everyday items. Perfect for parents and teachers.

547.  Everything You Need to Know About Snakes and Other Scaly Reptiles  
(Dorling Kindersley)  $19.99 $18.00

Ever wondered how to charm a cobra? Everything You Need to Know About Snakes contains amazing facts and 
staggering statistics that will tell you all you could hope to know about the slithery snake.

548-553. Farm Animals (Various)  $24.95 $22.46ea
With a quack and an oink, the animals welcome readers to the farm! Through bright, vivid photos and carefully levelled 
text, readers will meet them all and learn about their role down on the farm.

548. Chickens        549. Cows       550. Farm Dogs       551. Goats       552. Horses        553. Pigs

554. Girls’ Book of Craft and Activities, The (Dorling Kindersley)  $24.99 $22.50
From making button bracelets, baking gingerbread, sewing a phone sock for your mobile or designing your own 
fashion collection, it’s got it all. Set out in clear step-by-step instructions, you can pick short 10 minute projects or 
those that will occupy you for a whole day! Not just a craft book, a cookery book or a sewing book, it’s all of the best 
bits rolled into one.

555. Guinness World Records 2013 (Compilation)  $42.99 $24.99
Discover a world of new superlatives in the newest edition of the world’s bestselling record book: Meet the new 
shortest living man... ... and measure the tallest mohawk hair-do (yes, it’s bigger than the shortest man!) Take a spin 
in the lowest road-legal car. Visit the hottest planet in the solar system…and much, much more.

556.  How They Croaked: Awful Ends of the Awfully Famous  
(Georgia Bragg and Kevin O’Malley)  $14.99 $13.50

Get all the fascinating and gory facts about the most remarkable deaths of famous people throughout history. 
Including, Julius Caesar, Cleopatra, Henry VIII, Pocahontas, Mozart, Marie Antoinette, Napoleon, Beethoven and Albert 
Einstein, to name a few. Not for the faint of heart!

557-572. Kingfisher Readers (Various)  $6.99 $6.30ea
Each book is carefully designed with language that is clear and precise, exciting artwork and photos and an easy-
to-follow layout with links between text and images. The series has five levels, with clear progression between each 
one – offering increasing challenges as young readers develop, explore their favourite topics and progress towards 
reading alone. 
Level 1 Level 3 Level 5
557. Busy as a Bee  562. Cars 569. Environment, The
558. Seasons 563. Firefighters 570. Explorers
 564. Vikings 571. Hurricanes
Level 2  572. Record Breakers: Most Dangerous
559. Amazing Animal Senses Level 4
560. Trucks 565. Arctic and Antarctic
561. What We Eat 566. Human Body
 567. Rivers
 568. Spiders

INFORMATION (523-587)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)
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573. LOLs: Best Jokes For Kids (June Factor and Mic Looby)  $9.99 $9.00
A laugh-out-loud collection of jokes, riddles, rhymes and sayings from kids around Australia, first issued as June 
Factor’s Juicy Jumping Joke Book

574-577. Look at This! (Ifeoma Onyefulu)  $27.95 $25.16ea
Celebrates both traditional village life and urban life in Africa. A unique series of culturally diverse first word books - 
includes a mix of universal and African words.
574. Clothes 575. Food  576. Home NEW 577. Play NEW

578. Mean Machines: Performance Cars (Compilation)  $9.99 $9.00
Find out which performance car has a top speed of 307 km/h, which engine outputs 580 horsepower, which hot 
hatch has been upgraded by Mugen and more! Mean Machines: Performance Cars is packed with incredible facts 
and figures about the world’s fastest, coolest and most powerful cars!

579. My Book of Knock Knocks (Christina Bollenbach)  $9.99 $9.00
Knock! Knock! Who’s there? Ice-cream. Ice-cream who? Ice-cream if you don’t let me in! A laugh-out-loud collection 
of classic knock knock jokes for everyone to enjoy.

580. Story of Inventions, The (Anna Claybourne)  $18.99 $17.10
From toilets, bread and blue jeans to aeroplanes, microwaves and computers, this title explains how, when and why 
the ingenious inventions that surround us were created. The development of one invention is detailed over each 
double page, revealing the real-life stories behind each creation, as well as how they have been influenced by other 
discoveries.

581-586. Take Care of Yourself (Various)  $22.95 $20.66ea
Teach young readers about basic personal hygiene in this simple, easy-to-read series. This book uses clear 
photographs and easy-to-follow instructions to help children make healthy food decisions. A simple picture glossary 
reinforces new vocabulary.

581. Eating Well 583. Keeping Clean 585. Resting 
582. Exercising 584. Looking After Your Teeth 586. Staying Safe in the Sun

587. Warriors (Krista Bell)  $27.99 $25.20
‘Warriors’ tells two stories of major significance in Chinese history: the story of why and for whom the Terracotta 
Warriors were created; and the unbelievable one of their chance discovery by farmers some 2,000 years later in 1974. 
The reader is encouraged to find out more information through a series of non-fiction notes scattered throughout 
the book.

Interested in hosting a  
Pegi Williams Book Shop 

(Book Fair) during Book Week 2013?
For more information please email james@pegiwilliams.com.au or go to 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au/babs.asp for ‘How Your Book Shop Works’ and 
‘Book Shop Booking Form’.

Earn valuable credit to Pegi Williams Book Shop as one of your benefit options.

Our Book Shops (Book Fairs) have been running in schools for nine years and we offer a 
range of quality books for children to purchase around the Book Week period.

Examples of books we’ve had in previous years are also available at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au/babs.asp

I would like more information on hosting a ‘Pegi Williams Book Shop’

Contact Name: 

Email Address:   Phone: 
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Within Australia: 
F 08 8344 6460 

P 08 8344 6457 

International: 
F +61 8 8344 6460 

P +61 8 8344 6457

or order online at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au 

email: sales@pegiwilliams.com.au
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PO Box 1 Collinswood SA 5081 
99 Walkerville Terrace, Walkerville SA 5081

ABN 76 048 485 891

An invoice will be issued with your consignment, payment required in Australian Dollars by 
cheque or Electronic Payment (Bank details upon request) and all prices include 10% GST

Would you like to receive our catalogues electronically, as well as by mail?
Would you like to receive notification of new titles and specials electronically?

■ Yes, my email address is:
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